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 Commissioner Boice - Preparing for the future - - I submit that in the last 8 years - no 
County in Oregon has been hit harder than Curry.  We have many difficulties to 
overcome. It will require optimism and realism simultaneously - one reality – the 100 
largest American Cities - PORTLAND – Nationally dubbed the worst and most 
dangerous  – rioting, incomprehensible physical assaults, looting, arson, and destruction. 
Boice will defend without hesitation the right for any and all to pursue peaceful protests, 
however what is happening there is horribly wrong and we need to be cautiously aware, 
PDX is only 305 miles away from our North Curry border. This 100 days of violence is 
jeopardizing the safety of our First Responders and Police there.  Now we see radical-
actual progress toward DEFUNDING LAW ENFORCEMENT!  Then – the reminders of 
the Coronavirus Pandemic Enemy we’re facing? Also add – Curry County is not 
receiving the (C.A.R.E.S. Funds) as it remains inappropriately blocked in Salem – 
ignoring The FEDERAL GOVERNMENT Relief Funding INTENT specific to and for 
Counties, Tribes and Local Governments.  The 1.6 Billion was released to our State 
Government back in April. 34 of 36 Counties are working for the rightful designation of 
those funds.  

 Boice simply wants to begin the Curry Conversations - - A challenge to the Curry Board 
of Commissioners for a BOC office reorganization, cutting costs, exploring and 
vigorously working to find new revenue sources.  It’s doable! All that follows are closely 
related - especially for a small county of 24,000 people.  

 People love living in Curry County - - How do we work to create solid, better and more 
responsible county government – doing our part so they’re able to stay here?  Our kids 
hopefully returning? 

 Our Board of Commissioners - - in the meantime can not afford to waste anymore time 
or resources. This work should have been started long before now. A long term vision is 
very important. No reactivity – only working to bring everyone together. The “sky is not 
falling”, but those odds can only be reduced by wisely responding now. 
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 Boice proposes – a specific County Finance Position - -  
Immediately establish a focus on a separate Curry Director 
of Finance. We really don’t know specifically where our 
finances are at this time. If accepted in the Long term - this 
may only be a part-time position? Should we consider 
contracting out with a private firm? A way or ways to 
possibly save valuable funds. 

 Boice temporarily proposes no new hires - - other than Law 
Enforcement. However as needed, we can fill other 
important positions that arise from our current staff and the 
community at large. 

 Boice proposes it is time to eliminate - - the Curry Director 
of Operations - County Administrator Position.  

 Boice proposes – bring back full time Commissioners - -    
Job Descriptions, Liaison responsibilities, duties and work! 
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 Appoint John Huttl - - as  “County Counsel - Interim 
BOC Office Manager”.  
 

 Legal Support - Contractual Services - - Create office 
space currently occupied and soon available from 
outgoing Curry Director of Operations – establish two 
separate desk placements solely for the Carlton Law 
Reps - individual and necessary specific uses, phones, 
files, all I.T. – they deserve plenty of room – a clean and 
professional work area. Due to their recent arrival - this 
is an excellent step forward and toward the Boice 
recommendations and goals. Would also at least 
somewhat free up Counsel Huttl to again if agreeable 
with the Board - take on the BOC Office Management 
responsibility.  
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 Appoint BOC Office Staff John Jezuit - - as 
“Assistant BOC Office Manager” 

 Curry Economic Development Assistant Plagge 
- - could take a larger role? Subsequently that 
position may then need further direction and 
possible Job Description amendment-updates?  

 Schmelzer Current Projects - - Economic 
Development Coordinator Matteson can take 
over the work off the Schmelzer projects which 
need to be identified and also presume should 
be with the assistance of Ms. Plagge.  
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 These reorganizations can reduce costs - - will 
generate efficiencies, save valuable funds and 
improve County working environments. 

  
 These are primarily cost saving exchanges - - 

Director of Operations position for the Carlton 
Law Contract will pay a reasonably good 
portion of the funds needed and still possibly 
save $ 40,000 annually. 
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Four Primary Curry areas of Public focus 
 
 

 PUBLIC HEALTH - - All Curry Medical and Health collectively coming together - 
the long term battle and resolve to stop the Coronavirus spread - similar and even 
indirect effects. Also behavioral health, mental health, addictions and all related. 
Improving more preventative illness measures - public outreach and awareness 
encouraged to all Curry Citizens. Neighborhood blight - the presence of those 
vacant and abandoned properties that have profound negative impacts on our 
communities. These areas can erode overall health, hurt housing markets, decrease 
surrounding property values, pose safety hazards, and ultimately reduces local tax 
revenues. County Commissioner jobs are to take the lead in all! 

 
 PUBLIC SAFETY - - Our responsibility is for the welfare and protection of the 

general public. Our law enforcement future – someday possibly consider one L. E. 
district with 4 separate Precincts. Work to bring the highest quality people 
available to our three City Police and Sheriff’s Departments. Also can help reduce 
pressures on our Code Enforcement responsibilities and personnel. Almost any 
positive movements we’re able to make will also help us recruit better and pay 
better. 
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 PUBLIC EDUCATION - - Defined – this can mean many things, but for 

us, every citizen – all ages; not just the teaching of our children – although 
that is of course our highest priority.  Our kids are our future. Yes, we 
could consider streamlining to one Curry School District – However, we 
have to bring all including S.W.O.C.C. to a productive, cordial and open 
dialogue. Our County and Communities should assist in educating all  
24,000 Citizens. Work to the extent we’re able to help with improved 
plans and public outreach for volunteer services – fire prevention – 
economic development - visitor promotion - housing shortages - 
homeless citizens and full engagement toward quality of life 
improvements. Goals of family friendly and clean neighborhoods.  

 
 PUBLIC COLLABORATION - - Cooperation, coordination – certainly 

they can be over-used ‘buzz words’, but that depends on who’s willing to 
roll up their sleeves? Getting everyone involved – strong commitments to 
work together. Stop the negatives and overcome simple disagreements – 
focus on what matters – eliminate politics and ego. We have serious work 
ahead! Some will remember years ago when one of our National Leaders 
stating “it takes a village” - Initially I disagreed with only a portion as 
many felt it promoted Federal control instead of local control. Does it 
actually in a different way have legitimacy more today from that local 
perspective and  responsibility? 
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  BOICE BELIEVES - We’re living above our means - - and have not controlled many of the 
county expenditures - especially in 2018, but also recent years. Boice has essentially been out voted 
on all spending policies of any substance. He’s tried to prohibit unnecessary spending and has 
consistently questioned most high-dollar proposals.  Now he’s convinced this could tragically leave 
Curry County with the unpleasant and compounding obligation to cut. 

 WAYS TO SAVE - - Many believe we may have a few County Departments that do not need 
Full Time Managers – consolidation of our smaller departments and-or contracting out services 
should be a consideration?  Look for other ways to control costs? Perhaps at least consider reasonable 
delays on Big Expenditure items. Continue the focus on the best possible management and 
accountability. 

 WAYS TO SAVE - - When and as Curry County finally gets a new ‘long term’  Finance Director, 
our November newly elected Treasurer can possibly become part of an updated direction with 
collective input and discussions?  Could overall become another means to save dollars? 

 WAYS TO SAVE - - Utilities, electricity, water – vehicles, and fuels.  

 WAYS TO SAVE - - Curry Taxing Districts - Bring all leaders of our Districts to round-table 
discussions – their input and help for hopeful and steady progress to problem solving.  

 WAYS TO SAVE - - Sell – liquidate  non productive properties, reduce liabilities and assets. 
Lobster Creek Camp could be one example?  If there is a legal means – perhaps we could negotiate a 
percentage of proceeds to our 46 Taxing Districts from those possible sales. This approach could help 
get some of these lands in to productive status? 
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 WAYS TO SAVE - - Eliminate or delay the new Open-Gov and 
Neo-Gov Programs. Remain with the Caselle Accounting system 
until we can afford the formers. Set up 401-K Pension Plan for new 
future employees hired – as opposed to P.E.R.S. - Oregon Public 
Employee Retirement System which is unstable.  

 WAYS TO SAVE - - Commissioners aiding Departments. No 
suggestion our Departments need to be micro-managed, however 
all team members need to understand – Commissioners have a 
legal  responsibility for ‘oversight’ –  that should be primarily 
through good bridge building, commitments to full time work and 
consistently helping with the tough calls.   

 WAYS TO SAVE - -  Boice hopes to spend more time in the 
Community Development Departments, though more for what he 
hopefully can learn as opposed to ‘oversight’– everyone however 
has a part and obligation in looking for ways to save and improve 
efficiencies? 
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 Boice believes Curry can help bridge the Urban-Rural gaps - - Too we 
should continue working to be a critical part in bringing all together. 
Even left leaning Salem leaders generally have sincerity in wanting to 
help and work with rural Oregon. It’s possible for us to affect a change of 
direction even with the current Portland tragedies.  The quality people we 
have here should bring confidence – Curry can lead instead of often 
around our state being seen as slow to succeed - even dysfunctional. 

 Boice believes the Curry Cities must be engaged - - challenged, involved 
and included. The County needs to be mindful of the respect the cities 
have earned and deserve. 

 Boice believes the better were organized - - determined attention to 
details, the more comprehensive our plans, improving the processes in  
working better together – we will find the successes and buy-ins when 
working and competing for additional or different funds.  

 Boice Opposes raising Property Taxes - -  Wrong and unnecessary - that 
considered, he also believes we have to understand and simply see the 
obvious. There are only two practical ways then to source additional 
funds in order to meet the costs of  our important County Services. 
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 1) Grant Writing - - We’re on our own - 
however we have to push and be deliberate. 
There are some State and certainly plenty of 
Federal Funds available.  We need qualified 
people to source and succeed in applications 
and getting those funds. Bringing good grant 
writer(s) – companies onboard would be a wise 
Curry investment. We have to quickly 
challenge ourselves to get in that competitive 
spirit and attitude - to excel and have 
confidence we can and should expect more 
than our share. 
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 2) Consumption Tax – - It’s based on what we - each Citizen and Visitor  individually 
consumes. Boice believes we can find a plan - a combination that’s specific and tailored to the 
needs of Curry Citizens and Services – one the Public can support. 
 

 Curry Consumption Tax -  2% Collection on Non Exempted Purchases - - Perhaps 
bringing in 3 Million annually – Question - Transient Lodging and existing Fuel taxes - can 
they be amended, added to, combined, changed or adjusted?  Again, City participation 
critical. 

 
 Curry Consumption Tax –  Exemption plan - - This is only One possible Proposal - 

Concept . All Purchases taxable except Non-Labeled Foods, Pharmaceutical, all Medical, 
Rent, any purchase over $ 1,000 (Example – Curry auto dealers)  except  (Real Estate and 
then consider exempting the first $ 200,000).  Incentive and help for middle income and 
first time home buyers.? 
 

 Tourism ‘A’ Spending in Curry - - Visitors -  60%  
 

 Tourism ‘B’ Spending in Curry - - Del Norte – ‘Cal’  Shoppers – 40% 
  
 Sunset Clause - - If we get this far – would Likely require considerable planning, yet more 

citizen involvement and discussion as well – BIG SMILES ! 
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 Proactive vs.  Reactive - - The following - ideas to begin the work, 
collective input and recommend open discussions with our managers, 
public officials and citizens. Consider cuts immediately – By prudently 
doing so - no worst case, vital County services can otherwise be 
jeopardized. Best case would be an opportunity to finally build reserves.  

 The Coronavirus Pandemic has changed almost everything and in some 
ways could make our recent expensive Strategic Plan obsolete? However, 
are we still committed to those 5 goals? Are they still relevant? Boice 
believes we must adapt – discuss. 
 

                1. Financial Stability                 2. Economic Development  
 3. Quality of Life               4. Public Trust                     5. Infrastructure 
 
 We can build a solid future - - around our Curry natural resources, public 

safety, financial safety, health care, schools, the Curry visitor destination, 
libraries, timber industry, fishing, our unique ports, cities, a business 
approach, wise spending and always our people! 
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